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Background Leading to this Inquiry
Since taking the role as principal, I have seen a gradual increase in my work hours each year. 

I thought after my first year I would get in a “groove” and things would get easier. I thought I would 
have people I could delegate to and I would not have to put in so many hours. I have learned that 
over the past three years, the work is actually the same, my hours are long, and my pace has not 
slowed down at all. Every year, the work is more and more meaningful, which is great, however I 
still find myself working 7 days a week and 60+ hours per week. 

The consequence of the time spent in this role has a direct impact on my family. My tasks at 
home are not complete, the one-on-one time with my husband doesn’t exist, and I feel like I’m 
feeding my kids carryout every day.  I am one that sets very high expectations for myself and when 
I feel like I’m not giving to those that mean the most to me, the guilt is worn like a heavy coat with 
a stuck zipper. My son (13) and daughter (17) are growing up so fast. We are nearing Emma’s senior 
year, and Kagen is growing up so much right now. The last thing I want is to look back and regret 
not spending more meaningful time with them. 

Lastly, I find myself spending time at school on a lot of things that pull me away from the 
classrooms, hallways, and student centered work. I am a person that is fueled by goals and 
perfecting efficiency. Efficiency, to me, means maximizing the precious resource of time in order to 
feel accomplished. I was hearing staff say, “we want to see you more” or “you need to be more 
visible.” While I shared that same goal, theory and practice just didn’t align. 
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Purpose of This Inquiry
The purpose of my inquiry was to assess where my 
time was going and find ways to gain time and put it 

towards my personal life.
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My Wondering

Will working fewer hours, in an effort to find 
personal and professional balance, still allow me 

to maintain my effectiveness as a principal?
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My Actions & Data
– Guiding Question: What are two of the most 

important priorities I have as the building principal? 

• School Safety

– Physical & Social Emotional

• Student Achievement

Action
#1
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My Actions & Data
• Time & Calendar Analysis

Action
#2
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My Actions & Data
• Time & Calendar Analysis

Action
#2

IPLI 
Seminar 

Task
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My Actions & Data
• 1:1 Meetings (Principal & Superintendent)

• Power & Doability Chart

Action
#3
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My Actions & Data
• Self Reflection

– What is getting in the way? Guilt & Shame

– Elements of Trust - Brene’ Brown

• Boundaries

– Gratitude Journal {Meijer}

• Daily (6:30am)

Action
#4
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My Actions & Data
• 1:1 Support

– “Clock In/Clock Out Challenge”

– 55 hour limit

• Cue Elsa & “Let It Go”

Action
#5
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My Discoveries
In order to work less, I have to know what 

could “go.” 

In order to let things go, there must be 

systems and structures in place.

This required a review of my time and self 

reflection.

#1

#2

#3
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My Discoveries & Next Steps
In order to work less, I have to know what 

could “go.” #1

Task & 
Communication 

Flow Chart

  
Delegation

← Summer read! 
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My Discoveries & Next Steps

In order to let things go, there must be 

systems and structures in place.#2

Objectives & 
Key Results
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My Discoveries & Next Steps

In order to let things go, there must be 

systems and structures in place.#2

NEW!
Weekly Building Admin Meeting

Monday’s 8:00am
Clear Agenda w/Time Budgets
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My Discoveries & Next Steps
This required a review of my time and self 

reflection.
#3

NEW!
If it’s a priority, schedule it!

NEW!
Put boundaries in place for 
yourself and communicate 

them to others.
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